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Abstract. Cost estimate in architectural projects is an important factor
for decision-making and financing the project in both early design
phase and detailed design phase. In Korea, estimate work based on 2D
drawing has generated problems of difference form QTO according to
worker’s mistake and know-how. In addition, 2D-based estimation are
obtained uncertainty factors of estimation depending on lack of information due to becoming larger and more complex than any other project of the architectural project. In order to solve limitations, this study
is to suggest an open BIM-based schematic estimation process and a
prototype system within the building frame through linking QTO and
cost information. This study consists of the following steps: 1) Analysing Level of Detail (LoD) to apply to the process and system, 2)
BIM modelling for open BIM-based QTO, 3) Verifying the quality of
the BIM model, 4) Developing a schematic estimation prototype system. This study is expected to improve work efficiency as well as reliability of construction cost.
Keywords. Cost DB; Industry Foundation Classes (IFC); Open Building Information Modelling (BIM); schematic estimation; Quantity
Take-Off (QTO).

1. Introduction
Cost estimation in construction projects is an important factor for decision
making in both the early phase and the detailed design phase. The construction phase based on Quantity Take-Off (QTO) can function for procurement
and predicting construction costs (Tuan and Park, 2014). In Korea, estimate
work based on 2D drawing has generated differences from QTO based on
workers' mistakes and know-how. In addition, 2D-based estimation lacks
uncertainty factors for estimation (Choi et al, 2006). Accordingly, construc-
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tion project seek more accurate QTO and cost estimation. Reliable estimates
require accurate building information. Inaccurate information from QTO
produces estimation errors because schematic estimation in the early phase
process is multiplied by unit cost. To solve 2D-based QTO task problems,
research on 3D based QTO has been active. However, various problems exist in 3D based QTO (Kim et al, 2013).
The purpose of this study is to describe methodology connecting BIM data properties (e.g., volume, area) with cost and develop a schematic estimation prototype system. The scope of this study includes primarily a building
frame. This accounts for more than 50% of the total cost of a project. Schematic estimation is helpful to select design alternatives and construction
plans. The schematic estimation prototype system developed in this study
has schematic estimation modules for reinforced concrete work and steel
frame work. This paper is based on a research first reported in the JCDE.
This study was extended to the scope on the previous research (Choi et al,
2015) conducted by the authors.
The methodology of this study to achieve this purpose is as follows.
• The authors have investigated research on QTO/cost estimation.
• The authors have suggested an open BIM-based QTO and schematic estimation process through BIM modelling, physical quality check and data quality
check for schematic estimation of the framework.
• The authors have developed the building frame QTO and schematic estimation prototype system called InSightBIM-Estimation using information from
the IFC model and the linkage between quantity information and cost DB.

2. Literature survey
2.1. DEFINITION OF SCHEMATIC ESTIMATION
The cost estimation for each design phase can be defined as follows: conceptual estimation in the planning phase, schematic estimation in the schematic
design phases, and detailed estimation in the design development phase, respectively (Vaidya et al, 2009). The purpose of schematic estimation is feasibility study and rough cost estimation. The goal at the end of schematic design is to have a design scheme, program, and estimate that are within
budget. The method of this study is to extract architectural elements' quantity
through BIM model for schematic estimation. It is difficult to extract the
volume per unit area for construction costs. This induced schematic estimation reliability increases.
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2.2. ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED RESEARCH
QTO and estimation have used automated systems since the 1990s and have
changed from 2D-based automatic systems into 3D-based automatic systems. The trends of research are shown in TABLE 1.
On-going researches trend has been studied methodology of 3D-based
object-oriented and increased studies on linkages among various tasks about
CM-Cost, Energy-Cost and so on. Previous research on 3D-based QTO and
estimation used a data model for QTO/Estimation for the reason that it was
not performed the task through 3D model. This study proposes an integration
model using QTO task and estimation task through the concept of Open
BIM. The concept of the IFC model can progress through the entire task of
the building life cycle, as long as workers input the necessary data for the
task; design, construction, facility management. Thus, this study suggests a
methodology for schematic estimation due to IFC model in the early design
phase.
Table 1. Analysis of the research trends.
Trend

Keyword
Object-oriented

Automation
QTO

IFC model
Schedule-Cost
Automation based on
method of construction

Automation
estimation

Energy-Cost
Automation estimation for highperformance building
Automation

Efficiency
of estimation

Finishing work
Build a DB for automation estimation

Research contents
Automation estimation system applying element information
in 3D model (www.wbdg.org/design/dd_costest.php)
Development of QTO application in IFC 3D model (Hwang,
2004)
Development of modules for QTO according to the schedule
(Karshenas, 2005)
Automation based on method of construction using 3D model
(Lee, 2004)
Cost estimation of factors impact on energy performance assessment factor affected using IFC model (Oh et al, 2001)
Estimation assumption for high-performance building through
cost of building functional (Vaidya et al, 2009)
Methodology of 3D automated modeling for BIM-based QTO
(Kim et al, 2008)
Algorithm and development of database in object-oriented
software for estimation task (Bazjanac, 2005)
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3. Suggestion of QTO and schematic estimation process
3.1. OPEN BIM-BASED QTO AND SCHEMATIC ESTIMATION PROCESS
BIM-based estimation requires a BIM model and database for unit cost information. Reliable estimates require accuracy for the QTO result and a high
quality BIM model has a decisive effect on the accuracy of the QTO.
The process is comprised of five steps: BIM modelling, physical quality
verification, property verification, quantity take-off and schematic estimation
(Figure 1). The physical quality of the BIM model is verified by commercial
software, SMC (Solibri Model Checker). This step can ensure the accuracy
of quantity information. Verification of property involves extracting structural elements and checking the construction code in order to extend the estimation work.

Figure 1. Open BIM-based QTO and schematic estimation process.

3.2. BIM MODELLING
The test model is done by Revit 2015 using KBIMS-Library established by
buildingSMART KOREA. The model requires estimation data since this
study is not only QTO but also for schematic estimation. Input properties are
LoadBearing for extracting structural elements and code of construction
classification for the estimation.

Figure 2. Method of inputting properties for the schematic estimation:
(left) input LoadBearing for extracting element of the building frame, (right) input the code of
construction classification for the estimation.
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First, the structural property shown in Figure 2(a) allows selection of a
Bearing or Non-Bearing wall. The structural property of the wall is entered
as true or false in the IFC file LoadBearing. The only true value of the element to extract the LoadBearing values are calculated quantity of the building frame through columns, slabs, beams, stair is entered the property in the
same way as walls. Second, the method of inputting construction code for
the estimation is to add the pset and to enter codes in each element as shown
in Figure 2(b).
3.3. VERIFICATION OF PHYSICAL AND DATA QUALITY FOR QTO
The model is created using an authoring tool to verify the physical quality.
Physical quality checking is a minimum requirement for shape representation and intersections among elements can increase the accuracy of the calculated quantity. This study used SMC with a rule-set that depends on the
checklist.
The checklist depends on domestic law and has a checklist for physical
quality, logical quality and data quality. The criterion for physical quality is
“There should be no interference between the main element”, “There should
be no overlap between elements”, “All structural elements should be supported by other structural elements” and so on.
The BIM model undergoes a process to modify BIM authoring tools according to error facts. After checking the physical quality, it selects input
properties that code for construction type in BIM data.
Verification of data quality is used to check whether or not required data
is input, and to detect the errors in input data. First, the data quality detects
the error, when structural elements don’t have the structural property. Secondly, a check item verifies the error in the construction code which has
non-existent code or a wrong code, since the construction codes are used by
mapping between the element and unit cost.
3.4. CONSTRUCTION OF COST DB
This is referenced by “Construction Code Operating System - Construction
Classification” by Korea Public Procurement Service and “Construction
Type and Unit Cost apply Actual Cost of the Construction Project in 2012”
(MLTM, 2012) by the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.
The code has 6-digits, three alphabetic and three numerical. Each code includes the construction type, its standard, its measure and its unit cost. Two
types of codes can be used for code mapping to standardize the estimation.
Cost DB is referenced by “Construction Type and Unit Cost apply Actual
Cost of the Construction Project in 2012” (MLTM, 2012) by the Ministry of
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Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs. The database contains building construction life-cycle information, and contains unit cost information about a
total of 600 construction type. Unit cost consists of a composite unit that
contains the material costs, labour costs, expenditure.
4. Developing of QTO and schematic estimation prototype system
4.1. VERIFICATION OF DATA QUALITY
A QTO prototype system separated into two modules has been developed.
Verification of data quality is conducted by the Pre-check module in the system. Results of Pre-check are to check on error elements and description of
errors. It presents two types of error that detect the presence or absence of
code and the format of code. A BIM model can be modified by an authoring
tool using the error report exported in MS-Excel format. After completion of
quality checking, the BIM model can conduct QTO.
4.2. QUANTITY TAKE-OFF OF THE BUILDING FRAME
QTO of the building frame is divided into two parts; one is the reinforced
concrete work, and the other is the steel building frame. Bearing walls, columns, slabs, beams and stairs applicable to the QTO of the reinforced concrete work can be extracted from the IFC file as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Extraction method of QTO information in IFC (Choi et al, 2015).

Columns and beams applicable to the QTO of the steel framework extract
its length from the IFC file, since shape-steel's quantity multiplies its unit
weight by length. The concrete quantity is extracted in the BIM model. The
quantity of the rebar and the form are calculated by the ratio of concrete
(Kang et al, 2003). In reinforced concrete, work is calculated based on the
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volume of concrete and quantity of rebar and forms. The volume of concrete
is extracted using the volume of each element that is a bearing wall, column,
slab or beam. The quantity of the rebar and the form are calculated by the
ratio of concrete according to the method used in practice.
In the steel building frame is calculated volume of shape-steel. The volume of steel extracted its length from IFC file, for the reason that method of
shape-steel's quantity multiplies its unit weight by length. The ratio for calculating quantity can be modified using the quantity of the rebar and the
form rating per concrete quantity. The model includes quality verification
and set-up calculation options to calculate the quantity with InSightBIMEstimation as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Set-up calculation option and QTO result.

4.3. SCHEMATIC ESTIMATION THROUGH THE LINKAGE OF QTO
AND COST DB
The QTO information is extracted from the system is journalized quantity
corresponding to the cost of the construction type. The schematic estimation
of building frame is calculated through the calculation of the quantity and
cost.
In reinforced concrete, concrete placement cost is applied to the volume
information (IfcQuantityVolume) of the IFC model. The concrete curing cost
is applied to the area information (IfcQuantityArea - GrossArea) of the IFC
model. The form cost applies the required portion (IfcQuantityArea – GrossSideArea) of the form area. The rebar cost is calculated by the use of reinforced concrete against rebar ratio, the unit is converted to a ton is applied to
the unit cost (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. QTO and DB (Example of reinforced concrete).

Concrete cost = ∑ [{(A * C) x E} * unit cost of DF20 (10,132)] +
{(A * B) * unit cost of DF00 (222)}

(1)

Form cost = ∑ {(A * D) * F} * unit cost of DA (17,290)

(2)

Rebar cost = ∑ G * unit cost of DB00 (290,570)

(3)

Figure 6. Results of schematic estimation of building frame.

The result of QTO and estimation is confirmed in InSightBIM-Estimation
(Figure 6) and exported in MS-Excel format. The value of the result in the
reinforced concrete work is the quantity of concrete, rebar and form of each
element. In addition, the ratio of rebar and form per volume of concrete is
used to provide the basis of the calculation. In the steel frame work, it is used
to calculate the quantity of columns and beams.
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5. Conclusions
This study suggests a solution of schematic estimation for low reliability of
estimation manually, and difficulty about huge amounts of data management
by building’s complication and larger. Specifically, it is based on open BIM
for a schematic estimation process in the early design stage. The detailed
study results are as follows;
This study suggests an Open BIM-based method and schematic estimation process. The process contains 5 stages; BIM modelling for schematic
estimation, verification to increase accuracy, verification of data quality for
estimation, a method of QTO to extract quantities and calculate methods,
and a method of schematic estimation through linkage of QTO and cost DB.
The authors developed a schematic estimation prototype system called
InSightBIM-Estimation, which is an important factor for decision making in
early phases. Thus, the methods are helpful not only to increase accuracy in
QTO, but also to verify quality in the IFC model. QTO results can improve
the schematic estimation task and improve the reliability of the estimate.
In this study, the scope of the applied QTO methods was limited by
building frame. This caused difficulties with the practical application of the
QTO methods applied in this study. To remedy this, the application scope of
the QTO methods should be expanded.
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